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SUMMARY

MicroRNA (miRNA) regulation clearly impacts animal
development, but the extent towhich development—
with its resulting diversity of cellular contexts—
impacts miRNA regulation is unclear. Here, we
compared cohorts of genes repressed by the same
miRNAs in different cell lines and tissues and found
that target repertoires were largely unaffected, with
secondary effects explaining most of the differential
responses detected. Outliers resulting from differen-
tial direct targeting were often attributable to alterna-
tive 30 UTR isoform usage that modulated the
presence ofmiRNA sites.More inclusive examination
of alternative 30 UTR isoforms revealed that they in-
fluence �10% of predicted targets when comparing
any two cell types. Indeed, considering alternative
30 UTR isoform usage improved prediction of target-
ing efficacy significantly beyond the improvements
observed when considering constitutive isoform
usage. Thus, although miRNA targeting is remark-
ably consistent in different cell types, considering
the 30 UTR landscape helps predict targeting efficacy
and explain differential regulation that is observed.

INTRODUCTION

The control of gene output can be complex, with opportunities

for regulation at each step of mRNA production, processing,

localization, translation, and turnover. A widespread type of

posttranscriptional control is that mediated by microRNAs

(miRNAs) (Bartel, 2009). By base-pairing with complementary
Molec
sites in their targets, miRNAs direct the repression of mRNAs,

primarily through mRNA destabilization (Baek et al., 2008; Guo

et al., 2010; Hendrickson et al., 2009). With each family of

miRNAs capable of targetingmessages from hundreds of genes,

and over half of the human transcriptome containing preferen-

tially conserved miRNA sites (Friedman et al., 2009), miRNAs

are expected to impact essentially every mammalian develop-

mental process and human disease.

Central for understanding this pervasive mode of genetic con-

trol is understanding miRNA-target interactions. One factor

affecting the efficacy of miRNA-target interactions is the miRNA

site type. Site types are primarily classified based on the extent

to which they match the 50 region of the miRNA. 6mer sites

perfectly pair to only the miRNA seed (nucleotides 2–7 of the

miRNA) and typically confer marginal repression, at best. Seed

pairing can be augmented with an adenosine opposite miRNA

nucleotide 1 or a Watson-Crick pair with miRNA nucleotide 8,

giving a 7mer-A1 or 7mer-m8 site, respectively; sites augmented

with both the adenosine and the match to nucleotide 8 are 8mer

sites (Grimson et al., 2007; Lewis et al., 2005). On average, 8mer

sites are more efficacious than 7mer-m8 sites, which are more

efficacious than 7mer-A1 sites, with supplemental pairing to

the 30 region of the miRNA marginally increasing efficacy of

each site type (Grimson et al., 2007). Two other site types are

effective but so rare that together they are thought to constitute

less than 1% of all targeting; these are 30 compensatory sites

(Bartel, 2009) and centered sites (Shin et al., 2010). Offset

6-mer sites and each of the more recently proposed noncanoni-

cal site types (Betel et al., 2010; Chi et al., 2012; Helwak et al.,

2013; Khorshid et al., 2013; Loeb et al., 2012; Majoros et al.,

2013) are either not effective or less effective than 6-mer sites

(Friedman et al., 2009) (V.A. and D.P.B., unpublished data).

Early target predictions considered only the number and type

of sites to rank predictions and thus had to rely on site conserva-

tion to refine the rankings (Bartel, 2009). However, the same site
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can bemuchmore effective in the context of one mRNA than it is

in the context of another; identifying and considering these

context features surrounding the miRNA site can improve target

predictions (Grimson et al., 2007; Gu et al., 2009; Kertesz et al.,

2007; Nielsen et al., 2007). As part of the context model, three

context features were originally used to improve the TargetScan

algorithm: (1) the local AU content of the sequence surrounding

the site (presumably a measure of occlusive secondary struc-

ture), (2) the distance between the site and the closest 30 UTR
end, and (3) whether or not the site lies in the path of the ribo-

some (Grimson et al., 2007). With these features of UTR context

in the model, effective sites could be predicted above the false

positives without considering the evolutionary conservation of

the site (Baek et al., 2008; Grimson et al., 2007). Additional im-

provements came with development of the context+ model,

which incorporated two features of the miRNA seed region:

(1) the predicted stability of matches to the seed region, which

correlated with efficacy, and (2) the number of matches to the

seed region within the 30 UTRs of the transcriptome, which

inversely correlated with efficacy (Garcia et al., 2011).

Despite the advances of the past decade that have come from

defining the site types and building models of miRNA-targeting

efficacy that consider (1) the influences of site type and number,

(2) the 30 UTR context of the site, and (3) certain miRNA proper-

ties, the accuracy of miRNA-target predictions still has substan-

tial room for improvement. One consideration currently ignored

in miRNA-targeting models is the potential influence of different

biological and cellular contexts. Although predictions for

miRNAs or mRNAs that are not present in the cell can be easily

disregarded, other influences of cellular context are undoubtedly

exerting effects in ways that compromise prediction utility.

One way that cellular context can exert its effect is through dif-

ferential expression of mRNA-binding proteins, which can either

increase or decrease the efficacy of miRNA sites. For instance,

binding of Pumilio increases miRNA-mediated repression in the

30 UTRs of the p27 and E2F3 mRNAs (Kedde et al., 2010; Miles

et al., 2012), whereas Dnd1 binding occludes miRNA target sites

to relievemiRNA-mediated repressionofnanosand tdrd7mRNAs

(Kedde et al., 2007). These examples could represent just the tip

of the iceberg, as the extent to which differential expression of

such trans-acting factors affects miRNA targeting in different

cell types has not been investigated across the transcriptome.

Another consideration largely ignored in miRNA target predic-

tions is the impact of alternative 30 UTR isoforms, which are

generated through alternative cleavage and polyadenylation

(APA). For example, mRNAs with the same open reading frame

(ORF) often have tandemUTR isoforms in which APA at proximal

or distal poly(A) sites generates shorter or longer 30 UTRs,

respectively (Miyamoto et al., 1996; Tian et al., 2005). Regulatory

elements, such as miRNA sites, in the commonly included (or

‘‘constant’’) region are present in both short and long isoforms,

but those in the alternatively included (or ‘‘variable’’) region are

present only in the long isoform, and thus a cell-type-specific

shift in APA results in a corresponding shift in isoforms respond-

ing to the regulation (Ji et al., 2009; 2011; Mayr and Bartel, 2009;

Sandberg et al., 2008; Ulitsky et al., 2012). Development of high-

throughput poly(A)-site mapping techniques, such as 3P-seq

(poly[A]-position profiling by sequencing; Jan et al., 2011), has
1032 Molecular Cell 53, 1031–1043, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier I
allowed quantitative and precise detection of alternative 30

UTR usage within a sample as well as differences over the

course of development (Derti et al., 2012; Hoque et al., 2013;

Jan et al., 2011; Lianoglou et al., 2013; Shepard et al., 2011; Ulit-

sky et al., 2012; Spies et al., 2013). Efforts to predict miRNA tar-

gets are only beginning to incorporate this information. For

example, when predicting mammalian targets, the most recent

version of TargetScan still considers only the longest annotated

30 UTR isoform of each gene.When predicting nematode and ze-

brafish targets, TargetScan predicts the targeting of each 3P-

seq-annotated UTR isoform but does not consider the relative

abundance of each isoform when ranking these predictions.

The studied examples of differential expression of RNA-bind-

ing proteins and differential usage of 30 UTR isoforms imply that

these, or perhaps other phenomena, might broadly influence the

impact of miRNAs, causing the targets of a miRNA to substan-

tially differ in two different cellular contexts, even when only

considering mRNAs expressed in both cell types. Genome-

wide studies of transcription factor binding show that cell type

can influence transcriptional regulation (Cooper et al., 2007;

Farnham, 2009), but global effects of cellular context on miRNA

regulation or other forms of posttranscriptional regulation have

not been reported. Understanding the frequency and magnitude

of these effects is important for understanding the degree to

which miRNA regulation itself is regulated. Knowing the extent

to which experimental observations from one cell type can be

extrapolated to another also has practical value for placing

miRNAs into gene regulatory networks. For example, the heter-

ologous reporter assay (in which the 30 UTRof a suspected target

is appended to a reporter gene and tested for its response to the

miRNA, with and without mutation of the putative miRNA-bind-

ing sites) is a workhorse for testing the plausibility of proposed

miRNA-target interactions, but its utility would be diminished if

the sites that mediate repression in one cell type do not reliably

do so in other cell types.

To begin to explore the frequency and magnitude of cell-type-

specific effects on miRNA-mediated repression, we introduced

the same miRNAs into three different human cell lines and moni-

tored mRNA changes by RNA-seq. We also analyzed the effects

of miRNA loss in different mouse and zebrafish tissues and

stages. Most predicted targets responded similarly in different

cellular contexts, and for those that did differ, these differences

often resulted from secondary effects, not direct differences in

miRNA-mediated targeting. When direct differences in targeting

were detected, these differences often resulted from alternative

30 UTR isoform usage. Experimental profiling of poly(A) sites

showed that APA affects �10% of predicted targets when

comparing any pair of cell types. With this in mind, we incorpo-

rated 30 UTR isoform usage as a parameter in miRNA target pre-

diction and found that it significantly improved performance.

RESULTS

Most miRNA-Target Interactions Are Not Detectably
Affected by Cell Type
To determine the extent to which cell type influences miRNA

targeting, we transfected two different miRNA duplexes (miR-

124 and miR-155) into three different cell lines (HeLa, human
nc.
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Total = 2419 
n = 1169 (4)
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n = 1098 (13)
FDR = 0.205

Total = 2067 
n = 1164 (2)
FDR = 0.131

Total = 1714
n = 991 (137)
FDR = 0.335

Total = 1280
n = 921 (92)
FDR = 0.377

Total = 1361 
n = 1037 (29)
FDR = 0.241

Total = 1082
n = 238 (0)
FDR = 0

Total = 968
n = 218 (0)
FDR = 0

Total = 933 
n = 236 (3)
FDR = 0.313

Total = 1813 
n = 328 (13)
FDR = 0.381

Total = 1693
n = 335 (2)
FDR = 0.399

Total = 1778 
n = 308 (3)
FDR = 0.354

Figure 1. Most miRNA-Target Interactions

Are Unaffected by Cell Type

(A) Pairwise comparisons of mRNA changes after

transfecting the same miRNA into different cell

lines. Shown are changes for genes with at least 1

7mer 30 UTR site for the indicated miRNA, plotting

the results for genes expressed in both cell lines.

The region corresponding to a log2 change > –0.3

is shaded (gray); n, number of genes outside

the gray region. Genes significantly differentially

repressed are highlighted (blue) and tallied (num-

ber in parentheses). In some cases, not all of the

differentially repressed genes fit within the plots.

(B) These panels are as in (A), but for control genes.

For the miR-124 transfections, mRNA changes are

plotted for genes with miR-155 sites (excluding

any that contained sites to both miRNAs) and vice

versa.
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embryonic kidney 293 [HEK293], and Huh7 cells) and monitored

mRNA changes using mRNA-seq. These cell lines were chosen

for two reasons: (1) they had large differences in their expression

of endogenous miRNAs (Landgraf et al., 2007; Mayr and Bartel,

2009), and (2) they could be transfected at high efficiency. For

each miRNA/cell line combination, we examined two biological

replicates, comparing the effects of the miRNA transfection rela-

tive to those of the mock-treated controls. Each of these trans-

fection data sets exhibited the expected global targeting effects,

as determined by analysis of fold changes for site-containing

mRNAs (Figure S1A available online) and by unbiased analysis

using the Sylamer tool (Figure S1B) (van Dongen et al., 2008).

After the data were globally normalized to correct for general

cell-type differences, as well as for experimental and technical

biases, we investigated if the differences observed between

the cell types were significant, given the variance between repli-
Molecular Cell 53, 1031–1043
cate experiments. To do so, an expected

difference was estimated using a permu-

tation test for each target mRNA (Tusher

et al., 2001). Then, a delta value (D)—the

difference between these observed and

expected values—was calculated. This

D value thus combines both the magni-

tude of the difference between the cell

lines and the variability associated with

each measurement (Figure S1C), and so

as it increases, the statistical confidence

in differential regulation also increases.

Importantly, for all pairs of cell lines that

we investigated, on average 1.1% (12)

and 5.8% (57) of predicted targets (with

a log2 change < �0.3 in either sample)

were differentially repressed with a D R

0.2 for miR-124 and miR-155, respec-

tively (Figures 1A and S1D; Table S1). In

contrast, on average, 0.1% and 0.3% of

genes with control sites were affected

differentially by miR-124 and miR-155,

respectively (Figure 1B). The lower frac-
tion of significantly differential targets for miR-124 targeting is

partly due to a higher variance between replicates observed

with miR-124 targeting (Figure S1E). In some miR-124 compari-

sons, hardly any predicted targets were differentially repressed

at these cutoffs. For example, when comparing the effects of

miR-124 in HeLa and HEK293 cells, only 4 of 1,169 coexpressed

predicted targets (with log2 change <�0.3 in either sample) were

significantly differentially repressed (false discovery rate [FDR] =

0.267; Figure 1A). In the miR-155 pairwise comparisons, more,

but still only aminority, of the predicted targets were differentially

affected. For instance, when comparing effects of miR-155 in

HeLa and HEK293 cells, 137 of the 991 coexpressed targets

were differentially regulated (D R 0.2, FDR = 0.335; Figure 1A).

Similar results were obtained when we examined the effect of

miR-124 in IMR90 cells, a normal diploid fibroblast cell line (Fig-

ure S1F). Together, these data suggest that, although the
, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1033
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Figure 2. The 30 UTR Landscape Affects

miRNA Targeting

(A) Different AIRs for miR-124 sites in the LRCC1

gene in different cell types. Shown is the RefSeq

annotation track of LRCC1 (dark blue), with the

associated 3P tags from the three cell lines

assayed (above) and the corresponding AIRs

(below).

(B and C) Extent to which APA affects miRNA site

inclusion. Shown are the number and percentage

of sites for which AIRs for miR-124 (B) or miR-155

(C) change by at least 0.3 in each pair-wise cell-

type comparison. The arrows point to the cell line

with the higher AIR, and the width is proportional to

the number of sites with differential AIR.

(D–G) Relationship between AIR and miRNA-

mediated repression. For each site type—8mer

(D), 7mer-m8 (E), 7mer-A1 (F), and a representative

pair of control sites (G)—predicted targets were

binned by their AIR. For each bin, the mean fold-

changemediated by either miR-124 ormiR-155 for

each transfection of the various cell lines (HEK293,

HeLa, and Huh7) is plotted. The red line is the

least-squares best fit to the data (Pearson r2,

F test).
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repression of some targets differs between cell lines, themiRNA-

mediated repression of most targets is not detectably affected

by the cellular environment.

30 UTR Isoforms in Different Cell Types and Tissues
Because APA can affect the inclusion of regulatory sites in the 30

UTR, we reasoned that some of the observed differential repres-

sion was due to differential use of alternative 30 UTRs. To identify

these cases, 3P-seq was used to quantify poly(A)-site usage in

the three human cell lines (HeLa, HEK293, and Huh7), as illus-

trated for LRRC1 (Figure 2A). The accuracy of 3P-seq for quanti-

fying alternative isoforms, previously inferred by its high accuracy

in quantifyingmRNA levels (Spies et al., 2013;Ulitsky et al., 2012),

was further confirmed by comparison to the results of 30-seq (Lia-

noglou et al., 2013), which has been extensively validated with

RNA blots (Figures S2A–S2D). Although human 30 UTRs are rela-

tivelywell annotated, our analysis improved these annotations: of

the mRNAs with poly(A) sites supported by at least ten 3P tags,
1034 Molecular Cell 53, 1031–1043, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc.
�30% had major 30 UTR isoforms that

were shorter than the RefSeq annotation,

and �10% had major isoforms that were

longer (Table S2C). Moreover, similar to

previous studies (Derti et al., 2012; Hoque

et al., 2013; Smibert et al., 2012; Ulitsky

et al., 2012), we found that in each cell

type, over half (51%–63%) of the genes

with 3P-seq-supported poly(A) sites had

multiple tandem isoforms that were each

supported by at least 1% of the tags (Fig-

ure S2E), and 10,701 (70.1%)mRNAs dis-

played APA in at least one cell type.

To confirm that this isoform heteroge-

neity resembled that found in other verte-
brates, we used our pipeline to analyze 3P-seq data sets from

two mouse cell lines (mouse embryonic stem cells [mESCs]

and NIH 3T3 cells; Tables S2D and S2F) and published data

sets from zebrafish tissues (brain, ovary, and testes) and devel-

opmental stages (2, 6, 24, and 72 hr postfertilization [hpf] and

adult) (Ulitsky et al., 2012). As with human poly(A)-site usage,

these data sets allowed further refinement of 30 UTR ends from

those currently annotated in RefSeq (�30% and 40% in mouse

and zebrafish, respectively; Tables S2G–S2I). Overall, the frac-

tion of mRNAs with multiple tandem 30 UTR isoforms was similar

when comparing different cell lines, tissues, and vertebrate ani-

mals (Figures S2E–S2G).

Alternative Cleavage and Polyadenylation Affects
miRNA Targeting
By quantitatively measuring poly(A)-site usage, the 3P-seq

data sets allow examination of how APA varies in different

cellular contexts (Ulitsky et al., 2012). When comparing the 4
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human cell lines, 1,708 (11.2%) of the mRNAs had different

dominant 30 UTR ends (Figure S2H), and when comparing

weighted 30 UTR lengths, each cell type had a unique 30 UTR
length distribution (Figures S2I–S2K). Among the human cell

lines examined, Huh7 cells tended to have the shortest 30

UTRs, and HEK293 cells the longest. Moreover, although the

percentage of genes with multiple UTR isoforms was relatively

constant between cell types, the identities of these genes and

the poly(A) sites used were more variable. Indeed, of the 7,563

mRNAs with multiple poly(A) sites in all 4 human cell lines,

51.2% had weighted 30 UTR lengths that changed by more

than 100 nt (Figure S2L). As reported previously (Ulitsky et al.,

2012), weighted 30 UTR length differences were especially

apparent during zebrafish development and in two mouse cell

lines (Figures S2M and S2N). Taken together, these results

confirmed that many transcripts have alternative 30 UTR iso-

forms and that 30 UTR lengths change across different vertebrate

cell types and developmental stages.

To determine the extent to which APA affects miRNA target-

ing, we developed a metric called the affected isoform ratio

(AIR), which, for each miRNA target site, indicates the fraction

of mRNA transcripts containing that site (Figure 2A). To calculate

AIRs, we first estimated the fraction of each tandem isoform

based on the fraction of 3P tags at its poly(A) site relative to all

the tags that mapped to the poly(A) sites contained within that

exon (Figure 2A). These isoform fractions were then used to

compute the 30 UTR isoform ratio for different UTR regions in

which each constant region (present in all the tandem isoforms)

had an isoform ratio of 1.0, whereas each variable region had an

isoform ratio corresponding to the sum of the isoform fractions

spanning that region (Figure 2A). For each miRNA site, the AIR

was simply the isoform ratio at the region of the UTR containing

the site. Consistent with Huh7 cells generally expressing shorter

30 UTR isoforms, of 30 UTR sites for the miR-124, 154 and 191

had lower AIRs (AIR difference R 0.3) in Huh7 cell lines than in

HeLa and HEK293 cells, respectively, but only 67 and 41 sites

had higher AIRs (Figure 2B). A similar result was observed with

miR-155 sites (Figure 2C).

To compare how miRNA targeting efficacy was affected by

APA within a cell type, genes with multiple 30 UTR isoforms

were first partitioned by their site type; for genes containing

multiple sites, the best site type was chosen (with 8mer >

7mer-m8 > 7mer-A1). Within each site-type partition, genes

were binned by their AIRs, and the efficacies of sites within

each bin were compared. For each of the three site types,

mean repression correlated with AIR such that sites with higher

AIRs were more repressed than those with lower AIRs (Figures

2D–2G). Indeed, genes with sites having an AIR less than 0.25

were barely repressed by the corresponding miRNA. Similar re-

sults were obtainedwith a large precompiledmicroarray data set

of miRNA/siRNA transfections (Garcia et al., 2011) (Figure S2O).

When the analysis was repeated 100 times, each time with a

different negative-control cohort in which genes lacking any

target sites (including 6mers) were selected and partitioned

based on a randomly selected pseudosite (e.g., Figure 2G),

repression and AIR never significantly correlated.

Sites near the middle of long 30 UTRs mediate less repression

than those at the ends (Grimson et al., 2007). The distance be-
Molec
tween the site and the nearest end of the 30 UTR (referred to as

the minimum distance) is a feature incorporated into the model

of site efficacy used by TargetScan to rank target predictions

(Garcia et al., 2011; Grimson et al., 2007). Because this mini-

mum-distance feature depends on the poly(A) site, we reasoned

that APA might change this feature for some miRNA sites, with a

corresponding effect on site efficacy. When examining tran-

scripts with sites with minimum distances 25 nt shorter in

HEK293 cells than in HeLa cells, more repression was observed

in HEK293 cells than in HeLa cells (Figure S2Q); importantly,

these differences were not attributable to differential target-site

inclusion because the AIRs for these sites were unchanged

(<0.01). Correspondingly, genes with minimum distances that

were longer in HEK293 cells were more repressed in HeLa cells,

whereas genes not predicted to be targets were unaffected (Fig-

ure S2Q). Together, these results indicate that APA, by short-

ening and lengthening 30 UTRs, affects both the inclusion and

the efficacy of miRNA sites.

Incorporating Poly(A)-Site Usage Improves miRNA
Target Prediction
With the insights gained on the effects of APA on miRNA target-

ing (Figure S3A), we developed a revised prediction model,

called the ‘‘weighted context+’’ (or wContext+) model. This

model produced a cell-type-specific score for each site by

calculating its context+ score using TargetScan linear regression

models for each of its context and miRNA features (Garcia et al.,

2011) and then weighting this score by the AIR of the site in each

cell type (Figure 3A). For each miRNA, the wContext+ scores of

multiple sites were summed (disregarding positive scores) to

generate the total wContext+ score for each gene, in which the

scores with lower negative values indicated greater predicted

repression. To assess the advantage of weighting the scores

based on the AIRs, and thereby considering the isoform hetero-

geneity of each cell type, we compared the performance of the

wContext+model with those of the current context+model (Gar-

cia et al., 2011) applied to a single 30 UTR isoform for each gene,

choosing either (1) the longest isoform annotated by RefSeq, (2)

the longest isoform determined by 3P-seq, or (3) the major 30

UTR isoform determined by 3P-seq. On average, the wContext+

model outperformed the previousmodel by�50%, and although

some of this improvement was attributable to more accurate

identification of themajor 30 UTR isoforms, most was attributable

to utilizing AIRs (Figure 3B). The wContext+ model also dis-

played better sensitivity and specificity when evaluating area

under the curve in receiver operating characteristic (ROC) plots

(Figure S3B).

Alternative Cleavage and Polyadenylation Is a Major
Cause of Differential miRNA Targeting
We next examined the extent to which differential poly(A)-site

usage caused differential miRNA targeting. Between any pair

of the human cell lines, the AIRs of 7%–10% of miR-124 sites

and 7%–12% of miR-155 sites changed by >30% (Figures 2B

and 2C). Similarly, 5%–9% of predicted miR-124 targets and

5%–10% of predicted miR155 targets had wContext+ scores

differing by R0.1 (Figures S4A and S4B; Table S3). When we

repeated this analysis in mouse (with predicted miR-155 and
ular Cell 53, 1031–1043, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1035
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Figure 3. TheWeighted Context+ Model Improves Target Prediction

(A) Calculation of wContext+ scores. For each site, the context+ score,

calculated using the TargetScan linear regression model, is weighted by a cell-

type-specific AIR. For genes with multiple sites, the scores for each individual

site are added to yield the total wContext+ score.

(B) Improved performance of the wContext+ model. Plotted are r2 values

calculated from the correlation (Pearson r) between score and observed

change in the indicated transfection data set. For the previous model

(context+), three different 30 UTR annotations were used: the RefSeq anno-

tation (dark blue); the longest isoform, as determined by 3P-seq (light blue);

and the major isoform, as determined by 3P-seq (purple).
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miR-223 sites in mESCs and NIH 3T3 cells) and in zebrafish (with

predicted miR-430 sites across the four developmental stages),

similar ranges were observed, indicating that in diverse verte-

brate species, APA affects �10% of predicted miRNA target

sites when comparing two cell types (Figures S4C and S4D).

Of the 126 predicted targets that were differentially repressed

by miR-155, 11.1% had wContext+ scores with differences

R0.03, a significant enrichment compared to that in nondifferen-

tial miRNA targets (p = 0.004, hypergeometric test; Figure 4A).

For example, theCHURC1 gene had 1 8mer and 2 7mer-m8 sites

for miR-155, but these sites were only present in the longer of its

two major isoforms (Figure 4B). Because the longer isoform was

more prevalent in HeLa cells, 66% of CHURC1 transcripts con-

tained miR-155 target sites in HeLa cells, whereas only 3% con-

tained the sites in HEK293 cells (Figure 4B). The consequently

large difference in wContext+ scores explained why this gene

was repressed more strongly in HeLa than HEK293 cells (Fig-

ure 4C). Reciprocally, the longer isoforms of the ATAD2B gene

contained one 8mer and one 7mer-m8 site and were predomi-

nately expressed in HEK293 cells, whereas the short isoform

that lacked these regulatory sites was expressed in HeLa cells

(Figure 4D), and this gene was repressed more strongly in

HEK293 cells than in HeLa cells (Figure 4E). Similar examples

illustrating cases in which APA explained differential miRNA tar-

geting were found in all pairs of cell types examined (Figures 4F–

4I and S4E–S4Q).
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APA, however, did not explain most differentially repressed

predicted targets (with D > 0.3; Table S3; Figure 4). These

mRNAs might have responded differently because other cell-

type-specific factors, such as RNA-binding proteins, differen-

tially modulated site efficacy in the two cell types. Alternatively,

these mRNAs might have had similar direct response to the

miRNA and only appeared to be differentially repressed because

of differential secondary effects of transfecting the miRNA. For

example, in one cell type, the miRNA might have repressed a

transcriptional repressor, causing increased transcription of

the predicted target. Indeed, we observed that for many of these

cases, mRNAs were in fact upregulated in one of the two cell

lines (Figure S4P), supporting the idea that the differences

were mediated by secondary effects rather than differential site

efficacy. To distinguish between these possibilities, we used re-

porter assays to determine the extent to which the miRNA sites

themselves mediated differential repression. For 9 candidates,

we placed either wild-type or mutated sites, embedded in

�500 nucleotides of the surrounding 30 UTR, downstream of

Renilla luciferase and compared the repression mediated by

miR-155 in HEK293 and HeLa cells. Although six were signifi-

cantly repressed by miR-155 in both cell lines, only two (LPIN1

and LMBRD2) were significantly differentially repressed (Fig-

ure 4J; p = 0.0004 and 1.113 10�5, respectively, Mann-Whitney

U test). Both were more repressed in HEK293 cells than in HeLa

cells, consistent with the RNA-seq results. Although these two

mRNAs are good candidates for APA-independent differential

repression, the paucity of such candidates suggests that most

instances of apparent differential repression are due to differen-

tial secondary effects rather than to modulations of miRNA tar-

geting efficacy.

AIR Correlates with Site Efficacy for Targets of
Endogenous miRNAs
To extend our results to the effects of miRNAs in their endoge-

nous contexts, we profiled both mRNA changes (by microarray)

and poly(A)-site usage (by 3P-seq) in six different tissues (heart,

kidney, liver, lung, muscle, and white adipose tissue [WAT]) from

wild-type and miR-22 knockout mice (Table S4) (Gurha et al.,

2012). As expected, predicted miR-22 targets were generally

upregulated in the knockout tissues (Figure S5A). Although

modest, this effect was significant in five of the six tissues

(muscle, heart, kidney, liver, and WAT) and most pronounced

for mRNAs with 8mer sites (Figure S5A).

Using the 3P-seq data sets, we generated tissue-specific 30

UTR annotations. Interestingly, lung tissue had 1.5–2 times

more poly(A) sites than did the other tissues and mouse cell lines

(NIH 3T3 and mESCs), perhaps because of the more heteroge-

neous nature of this tissue. As observed with exogenously

delivered miRNAs, miRNA-mediated repression significantly

correlated with the AIR for 8mer and 7mer-m8 sites, but not for

negative-control sites (Figure 5A; p = 0.00056, 0.0012, and

0.880, respectively). An insignificant correlation for 7mer-A1

sites (p = 0.487) was attributed to the weak derepression

observed overall in the miR-22 data sets, which made it difficult

for a signal from this weaker site type to appear.

With these tissue-specific 30 UTR annotations in mouse and

published ones from zebrafish, we developed and evaluated
nc.
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Figure 4. Differential miRNA-Mediated Repression Is Often Due to Alternative 30 UTR Isoform Usage

(A) Genes with differential AIRs are enriched in genes that are differentially repressed. This panel is as in Figure 1A, but highlighting genes with significantly

different repression that also have wContext+ score differences R0.03 (orange).

(B) Higher AIR of CHURC1 miR-155 sites in HeLa compared to HEK293 cells. Otherwise, this panel is as in Figure 2A.

(C) Greater miR-155 repression ofCHURC1 in HeLa cells. Plotted are the wContext+ and expression change forCHURC1 in HeLa (pink) and HEK293 (blue) cells.

(D) This panel is as in (B), except for ATAD2B, a gene with higher AIR and greater miR-155 repression in HEK293 cells.

(E) This panel is as in (C), except for ATAD2B, a gene with higher AIR and greater miR-155 repression in HEK293 cells.

(F) This panel is as in (A), except comparing changes mediated by miR-124 in HeLa and HEK293 cells.

(G) This panel is as in (C), except for ANTXR2, a gene with higher AIR and greater miR-124 repression in HeLa cells.

(H) This panel is as in (A), except comparing changes mediated by miR-124 in HEK293 and HeLa cells.

(I) This panel is as in (C), except for CLDN1, a gene with higher AIR and greater miR-124 repression in HeLa cells.

(J) Direct measurements of miR-155-mediated repression of 30 UTR segments from nine genes initially classified as differentially regulated, despite having similar

AIRs.Renilla luciferase reporters followed by 30 UTR segments (with either wild-type ormutatedmiR-155 sites) from the indicated geneswere transfected into either

HeLa or HEK293 cells in the presence of the cognate (miR-155) or a noncognate (miR-1) miRNA. Five genes were originally repressed more in HeLa cells in the

genome-wideanalyses (highlighted inpink), and fourwereoriginally repressedmore inHEK293cells (highlighted inblue).Plottedare thenormalizedrepressionvalues,

with error bars representing the third largest and third smallest values. Significance was calculated with theMann-Whitney U test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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wContext+models for miR-22 targeting inmice andmiR-430 tar-

geting in zebrafish embryos. Although the overall repression

differed in magnitude from that observed for the exogenous
Molec
miRNAs in human cells, with the magnitude of endogenous

miR-22 repression being much lower, and that of endogenous

miR-430 being much higher, the results resembled those
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Figure 5. Alternative 30 UTR Isoform Usage Affects Targeting by Endogenous miRNAs

(A) Relationship between AIR and endogenous repression bymiR-22. This panel is as in Figures 2D–2G, but comparingmRNA changes inmouse tissues (muscle,

heart, liver, kidney, white adipose tissue [WAT], and lung) with and without miR-22.

(B) Improved performance of the wContext+ model for predicting endogenous miR-22 targeting in mice. Otherwise, this panel is as in Figure 3B.

(C) Improved performance of the wContext+ model for predicting endogenous miR-430 targeting in zebrafish embryos. This panel is as in Figure 3B, except

analyzing predicted miR-430 targets in wild-type embryos and embryos that lack miR-430 (MZ-Dicer) at 9 hr postfertilization (hpf).
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observed for targeting by exogenous miRNAs, with the

wContext+ model outperforming the context+ model for all tis-

sues except the kidney (Figure 5B). The greatest difference

was observed in the zebrafish embryo, where the wContext+

model outperformed the context+model bymore than 70% (Fig-

ure 5C, r2 = 0.194 and 0.112, respectively). As in human cell lines,

some of the improvement was attributable to more accurate

identification of the major 30 UTR isoforms, but most was attrib-

utable to considering the AIRs, which capture the heterogeneity

of the 30 UTR landscape.

Alternative Cleavage and Polyadenylation Causes
Differential Repression by Endogenous miRNAs
To determine the extent to which repression by miRNAs in their

endogenous contexts varies between different tissues, we

applied the D value score to the miR-22 data sets, focusing on

the five tissues with significant repression. Although fold-change

signals were more variable and weaker than those observed in

the human cell lines, as judged by a higher D value cutoff, a

similar fraction of predicted targets showed differential repres-

sion in any pairwise comparison (�7.7%, on average; Figures

S5B–S5F and Table S5). For instance, in comparing repression

mediated by miR-22 in liver and heart cells (Figure S5C), 74 of

545 genes with 7mer or 8mer sites in their 30 UTRs were differen-

tially repressed (13.6%).

For each pair of cell types, APA affected a significant fraction

of differentially repressed predicted targets (Figures S5G–S5K,

p = 1.03 10�16 to 0.027). For instance, when comparing muscle

and heart cells, APA explained 12.3% of differentially repressed

targets (Figure S5G, p = 0.027). Mycbp, an example of such a

target, was effectively targeted in muscle cells, where its longer
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isoform was more expressed, but not in the heart, where a

shorter isoform predominated (Figure S5G). Reciprocally,

Ctnnal1 was more effectively targeted in heart cells, where its

longer isoform was more expressed, than in the muscle (Fig-

ure S5G). Thus, as with exogenously delivered miRNAs, APA ex-

plained some of the observed differential repression.

30 UTR Heterogeneity Measured in One Cell Type
Improves the Targeting Model for Other Cell Types
Despite clear examples of cell-type-specific 30 UTR heterogene-

ity (Figures 2 and 4), AIRs were often similar in diverse cells or

tissues, suggesting that for cells in which AIRs cannot be calcu-

lated (due to the lack of 3P-seq data), AIRs from other cell types

of the same species might still improve the targeting model. To

test this idea, we evaluated wContext+ models that were based

on noncognate human and mouse cell types with expression

changes by miRNAs observed in the cognate cells. Importantly,

wContext+ models based on the other cell types still outper-

formed the previous model (Figures 6A and 6B), presumably

because the advantage of considering constitutive isoform ratios

more than offset any disadvantage of training on noncognate

alternative ratios.

We then developed a murine wContext+ model, using AIRs

calculated from 3P-seq analysis of mESCs and NIH 3T3 cells,

and evaluated this model using data reporting mRNA changes

after deleting either miR-223 or miR-155 (Guo et al., 2010; John-

nidis et al., 2008; Rodriguez et al., 2007). As observed for

cognate cells, AIR and targeting efficacy were correlated such

that sites with higher AIRs in mESCs or 3T3 cells were more

derepressed in the knockout data sets (data not shown). More-

over, despite being based on noncognate AIRs from mESCs
nc.
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Figure 6. Considering Isoform Ratios Im-

proves the Model of miRNA Targeting in

Noncognate Cell Types

(A) The performance of non-cell-type-specific

wContext+ models for exogenous miRNAs. A

comparison of performance of the original

context+ model (dark blue), the cell-type-specific

wContext+ model (pink), and the wContext+

model based on 3P-seq from other cell types

(gray; error bars, SD). Otherwise, this panel is as in

Figure 3B.

(B) This panel is as in (A), but for endogenous tar-

geting by murine miR-22.

(C) Non-cell-type-specific wContext+ model im-

proves prediction of endogenous targeting medi-

ated by miR-223 in neutrophils and miR-155 in B

and Th1 cells. Otherwise, this panel is as in (A).
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and NIH 3T3 cells, the wContext+ model outperformed context+

models for miR-155 and miR-223 targeting in different cell types

(Figure 6C). These results extended our conclusions to additional

instances of endogenous miRNA targeting. More importantly,

they extended the practical utility of considering isoform hetero-

geneity, showing that by exploiting similarities of isoform ratios

between different cell types, this approach can improve predic-

tions of targeting efficacy, even in cell types for which detailed

information on isoform heterogeneity has not yet been acquired

(which is the vast majority of cell types).

This being said, wContext+ models performed best when

tested on the cell type for which the isoform data had been

acquired (Figures 6A and 6B), presumably because extrapola-

tion of isoform information from one cell type to another fails to

capture key instances in which differential APA causes cell-

type-specific targeting. Indeed, when we repeated this compar-

ison, but this time excluding all genes initially classified as

differential targets, the cognate model still outperformed that

based on other cell types (Figure S6). Thus, differential APA

broadly underlies cell-type-specific targeting, affecting even

those genes that were not identified in our initial analysis as being

differentially regulated because the differences did not exceed

our threshold for statistical significance.

miRNA Targeting Can Affect the 30 UTR Landscape
Having found that alternative isoform usage influenced miRNA

targeting, we tested whether the reciprocal relationship could

also be detected: does miRNA-mediated repression influence

isoform usage? To examine the effects of miR-22 on the

30 UTR landscape, we compared 3P-seq data sets generated

from wild-type and miR-22 knockout mice for the five tissues
Molecular Cell 53, 1031–1043
in which significant miR-22 repression

was observed (heart, kidney, liver, mus-

cle, and WAT). For all of these tissues,

predicted targets with sites in the variable

region had longer weighted 30 UTRs in the

miR-22 knockout mice. This lengthening

was significant in comparison to control

sites (Figure 7; p = 0.0001–0.0096),

consistent with a model in which the
longer isoform(s) are specifically targeted and repressed in

wild-type, but not mutant, cells. We obtained similar results

when using 3P tags to quantify the preferential targeting of the

longer isoform of genes containing a site in their variable region

(Figure S7A and S7B).

We also examined the effects of miR-430 in zebrafish

embryos, which robustly represses its targets during the

maternal-to-zygotic transition (Giraldez et al., 2006). Similar to

that observed with murine miR-22, the 30 UTR landscape was

shaped by miR-430 (Figures S7C–S7E). Consistent with a model

in which isoform usage has already been shaped by miR-430

repression by 6 hpf, wContext+ scores calculated with 2 hpf

3P-seq data were more predictive of miRNA-dependent expres-

sion changes than those calculated with 6 hpf 3P-seq data (Fig-

ure S7F). Together, these results demonstrate that repression by

miRNAs in the cytoplasm helps shape the relative expression of

UTR isoforms and highlights the interplay between these two

processes.

DISCUSSION

Differential expression of miRNAs and their mRNA targets clearly

provides an important mechanism to influence the target reper-

toire of the miRNAs. Less clear has been the extent to which

different cellular contexts additionally influence the targeting of

coexpressed mRNAs by coexpressed miRNAs. For both endog-

enously and exogenously expressed miRNAs, we found rela-

tively few site-containing, coexpressed genes with detectable

cell-type-specific differences in their responses. When identi-

fying a target as responding differently in two cellular contexts,

we considered the variance as well as the magnitude of the
, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Inc. 1039
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Figure 7. Repression by miR-22 Shapes the 30 UTR Landscape

(A–E) Influence of miR-22 targeting on 30 UTR isoform usage. Weighted 30 UTR lengths were determined using 3P-seq data from heart (A), liver (B), muscle (C),

kidney (D), and WAT (E). Plotted are the cumulative distributions of the differences in lengths (subtracting that of the wild-type tissue from that of the miR-22

knockout tissue) for geneswith control sites in the variable region (gray) and thosewithmiR-22 sites in the variable region (red). Significancewas determined using

the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test.
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difference in repression. One implication of this approach is that

as the number or accuracy of those measurements increases,

the lowered experimental uncertainty will enable additional dif-

ferential targets to be identified. However, our result of an overall

uniformity of target repression will not change, as most magni-

tudes of the newly detected differences will be smaller than

those currently detected.

For those targets that responded differentially, one important

mechanistic explanation is differential 30 UTR isoform usage that

influences either the inclusion of sites or their placement within

more or less favorable contexts. Site-containing genes that

were affected by differential 30 UTR isoform usage were signifi-

cantly enriched in the differentially repressed set. Furthermore,

differential isoform usage presumably affects many additional

genes that have differences too modest to be confidently iden-

tified in our initial analysis of differentially expressed genes.

Indeed, when comparing 30 UTR isoforms observed in any

two cell types, approximately 10% of predicted targets are

likely to be affected by differential usage. Moreover, cognate

wContext+ models outperformed models that considered

constitutive isoform ratios (but not the cognate cell-type-

specific ratios), which demonstrated the importance of cell-

type-specific APA events on miRNA targeting, even for targets

that were not originally identified as responding differentially

(Figure S6).

More generally, despite known inter- and intracellular hetero-

geneity in the 30 UTR landscape and the corresponding effects

on regulatory site inclusion (Derti et al., 2012; Hoque et al.,
1040 Molecular Cell 53, 1031–1043, March 20, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier I
2013; Mayr and Bartel, 2009; Sandberg et al., 2008; Smibert

et al., 2012; Ulitsky et al., 2012), miRNA-target prediction has,

until this study, largely ignored the effects of alternative isoform

usage. With transcriptome-wide cell-type-specific 30 UTR anno-

tation becoming more common, wContext+ models might even-

tually be generated for each tissue or cell line of interest. In the

meantime, for the many cell types for which such annotations

are not yet available, predicting targets using isoform data

from noncognate cell types still improves performance over

previous algorithms because it enables consideration of consti-

tutive isoform ratios. Accordingly, the next version of TargetScan

will implement a non-cell-type-specific wContext+ model for

human, mouse, and fish predictions.

Studies to understand the mechanisms underlying the defini-

tion of the 30 UTR landscape have focused primarily on nuclear

events—i.e., cleavage and polyadenylation—since these are

the prime contributors in determining 30 UTR isoform usage

(Berg et al., 2012; Bhattacharjee and Bag, 2012; Lee et al.,

2007). Nevertheless, we show that cytoplasmic events also

shape this landscape by differentially modulating the stability

of short and long isoforms. Repression mediated by miR-22

had statistically significant effects on the 30 UTR landscape in

somatic tissues, but the effect of miRNA targeting was most

apparent in zebrafish embryos, where targeting by miR-430 is

especially robust. Perhaps the interplay between miRNA target-

ing and 30 UTR isoform usage has the greatest biological impact

during tightly regulated spatiotemporal processes, such as early

embryonic development.
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The other mechanisms that might account for cell-type-spe-

cific effects of the miRNA can be grouped into two categories,

those involving actual differences in targeting itself and those

mediated through secondary effects of introducing the miRNA.

To distinguish between these two possibilities, we used

luciferase assays to isolate miRNA-mediated repression from

secondary effects, focusing on nine predicted targets that

responded differently to the miRNA despite uniform AIRs in

the two cell types. Only two of the nine retained differential tar-

geting in the luciferase assay, suggesting that most differential

effects not explained by alternative isoform ratios were the

result of secondary effects. These two genes, LPIN1 and

LMBRD2, are interesting candidates for future work in under-

standing, at the molecular level, how differences in cellular

context mediate differences in miRNA-target interactions.

Nonetheless, our observation of so few instances in which dif-

ferential targeting explained differential effects suggests that

miRNA targeting is remarkably uniform between cell types and

that a miRNA-target interaction identified in one cellular context

will generally hold in other contexts in which the target site is

present (i.e., has a high AIR) and the miRNA is expressed at a

level sufficient to guide repression.

Perhaps some miRNAs have target repertoires more substan-

tially affected by different cellular contexts, but we were unable

to identify any in our study, although we examined exogenously

and endogenously expressed miRNAs in a variety of tissues in

three different vertebrates. Indeed, in light of our results, the

initial example of differential targeting—that of Dnd1 modulating

miR-430 repression (Kedde et al., 2010)—is now all the more

striking, as it appears to represent the exception rather than

the rule. Perhaps cellular contexts affect other types of posttran-

scriptional pathways to a greater extent. Are other regulatory

programs (such as that mediated by AU-rich elements) primarily

modulated by APA, or are these primarily influenced by the

expression of other 30 UTR-binding proteins? These remain

important and unanswered questions for our understanding

and prediction of posttranscriptional regulation.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture

HEK293 (ATCC), HeLa (ATCC), and Huh7 (Health Science Research Resource

Bank) cells were cultured as recommended by themanufacturer in Dulbecco’s

modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum

(Clontech) and penicillin/streptomycin.

Plasmids

Plasmids were constructed as described (Supplemental Information).

miRNA Transfections

Cells were transfected with Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen) and 100 nM

miRNA duplex or pUC19, as recommended by the manufacturer. After 24 hr,

cells were harvested, and RNA was extracted using TRI Reagent (Life

Technologies).

RNA-Seq Library Preparation

After RNA isolation, poly(A)+ RNA was selected using oligo(dT) beads

(Invitrogen). Strand-specific RNA-seq libraries were prepared as previously

described (Guo et al., 2010) or using a dUTP-based approach (Bioo Scientific)

according to the manufacturer’s directions.
Molec
3P-Seq Sample Preparation

RNA from wild-type and miR-22 knockout (Gurha et al., 2012) mouse tissues

was isolated by adding a steel bead and 1 ml of TRI Reagent to tissues and

then vortexing for 2 min in a TissueLyser II (QIAGEN) at 30 Hz twice. The ho-

mogenate was centrifuged for 8 min at 12,000 3 g, and the supernatant was

purified according to the manufacturer’s protocol, with an additional phenol/

chloroform extraction after phase separation. 3P-seq libraries were prepared

from 75 mg of isolated RNA (mouse tissues, mESC, NIH 3T3, HeLa, HEK293,

Huh7, IMR90 cells) as described previously (Jan et al., 2011) with modifica-

tions (see Supplemental Information).

Luciferase Assays

HEK293 andHeLa cells were plated in 24-well plates 24 hr prior to transfection.

Cells were transfected using Lipofectamine 2000 and Opti-MEM with 100 ng

of Renilla luciferase reporter plasmid and 20 ng of firefly luciferase control

reporter plasmid pIS0 (Grimson et al., 2007) per well. Cells were harvested

after 24 hr. Luciferase activities were measured using dual-luciferase assays,

as described by the manufacturer (Promega). Three or four biological

replicates, each with three technical replicates (i.e., three different wells

transfected on the same day), were performed. Renilla activity was first

normalized to firefly activity to control for transfection efficiency. As described

previously (Grimson et al., 2007), repression of the reporter with wild-type sites

was then additionally normalized to that of a reporter in which the sites were

mutated. Fold repression was calculated relative to that of the noncognate

miRNA.

Mice

The mice harboring the null miR-22 mutant allele were described previously

(Gurha et al., 2012). All animal procedures were approved by the Baylor

College of Medicine Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (Animal

Protocol 4930). Microarrays were carried out using Illumina Mouse WG-6

v1.1 Whole-Genome Expression BeadChips on 9-week-old miR-22 null and

wild-type mice as described previously (Gurha et al. 2012).
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